Abstract: -Fuzzy clustering has been used widely in education, statistics, engineering, communication…etc. The fuzzy partition clustering algorithms are most based on Euclidean distance function, which can only be used to detect spherical structural clusters. Extending Euclidean distance to Mahalanobis distance, GustafsonKessel (GK) clustering algorithm and Gath-Geva (GG) clustering algorithm were developed to detect nonspherical structural clusters, but these two algorithms fail to consider the relationships between cluster centers in the objective function. Yin-Tang-Sun-Sun (YTSS) clustering algorithm solved the relationships between cluster centers question, unfortunately, they did not consider the distance between the center of all data points and the center of each cluster. This problem was solved and presented in this paper. In this paper, a new fuzzy clustering algorithm (LWM) was developed based on the conventional fuzzy cmeans (FCM) to obtain better quality clustering results with new separable criterion and better initial value. It is different from YTSS cluster algorithm. The improved equations for the membership and the cluster center were derived from the alternating optimization algorithm. Ten fuzzy scattering matrices in the objective function assure the compactness between data points and cluster centers, and also strengthen the separation between cluster centers in terms of a new separable criterion. The conclusions were drawn from this study as follows. (a) The distance between the center of all points and the center of each cluster was considered to obtain more accurate clustering results. (b) The singular problem was solved by using LWM algorithm. (c) The β value would not be required. The β value could be replaced by the best value, produced by the new LWM algorithm, developed by the authors of this paper. (d) Numerical data show that the LWM clustering algorithm gave more accurate clustering results than the FCM and YTSS clustering algorithm.
p
Introduction
Clustering groups the data into classes or clusters so that the data objects within a cluster have high similarity in comparison to one another, but are very dissimilar to those data objects in other clusters. Each point is assigned a membership to represent the degree of belonging to a certain class in fuzzy clustering. The fuzzy c-means (FCM) method is well known fuzzy clustering methods [2, 3] . The objective function is the trace of a within-cluster scatter matrix with spherical clusters obtained by minimizing the objective function with alternative optimization in FCM.
The Gustafson-Kessel (GK) [4] and Gath-Geva (GG) clustering algorithm [5] were developed to detect non-spherical structural clusters, but these two algorithms fail to consider the links between cluster centers in the objective function. The compatibilities of points with the cluster centers were guaranteed in a possibilistic c-means (PCM) method presented by Krish-napuram and Keller [6] . However, their algorithm exhibited bad behavior because there were no relationships among clusters [7] . The concepts of regularization were used by Ozdemir and Akarun [8] in an inter-cluster separation (ICS) algorithm and by Yang et al. [9] in a fuzzy compactness and separation (FCS) algorithm. But, the ICS algorithm had different objective functions for different cluster centers with the regulating term only considered as a perturbation. The FCS algorithm has hard kernel boundaries which depend on experiments and all the data points in one kernel could not be discriminated because they had identical member-ship values.
Yin et al. [1] described an extended objective function consisting of a fuzzy within-cluster scatter matrix and a new between-cluster centers scattering matrix. The corresponding fuzzy clustering algorithm assures the compactness between data points and cluster centers and also strengthens the separation between cluster centers based on the separation criterion. They clustering algorithm solved the relationships between cluster centers question, but they did not consider the distance between the center of all points and the center of each cluster. This problem was solved and presented in this paper. Moreover, In this paper, a new fuzzy clustering algorithm was developed based on the conventional fuzzy c-means (FCM) to obtain better quality clustering results with new separable criterion and better initial value. The improved equations for the membership and the cluster center were derived from the alternating optimization algorithm. Ten fuzzy scattering matrices in the objective function assure the compactness between data points and cluster centers, and also strengthen the separation between cluster centers in terms of a new separable criterion. The distance between the center of all points and the center of each cluster was considered, the singular problem was solved, as well as, the β value would not be required. The β value will be replaced by the best value produced by the new algorithm, developed by the authors of this paper. Numerical data show that the new clustering algorithm gave more accurate clustering results than the FCM method and YTSS clustering algorithm.
New Objective Function
The clustering optimization was based on objective functions. The choice of an appropriate objective function is the point to the success of the cluster analysis. Let {z 1 , z 2 , ,z 3 , …, z n } be a set of n data points represented by p-dimensional feature vectors . The p×n data matrix Z has the cluster center matrix V=[v [10] . Thus, the proposed objective function is
where is the data set mass center.
The following Eq. (3) of YTSS algorithm was replaced by Eq. (2) LWM algorithm. In this change, there a lot of problems were improved. Step 1: Determining the number of cluster; c and mvalue (let m=2), given converging error, 0
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ε > (such as 0.001
), appropriately choose the initial membership matrix, such that the memberships are not all equal; 
Step 2: Calculate the wighting value ij u between the cluster centers , and 
Step 3: Find the cluster centers i v ( ) ( ) ( )
Step 4: Calculate the membership value
Step 5: Increment k; until
Singularities could not occur in these update equations.
Numerical Example
A numerical example using the data set of sample size 493 grades three students from elementary schools was selected. These data included the independent variables, test scores of four mathematics concepts (division, ordering, multiplication, and place value) and 10 questions.
At first, the main factors of 493 data were calculated by using factor analysis. Next, according to the main factors, the samples were assigned to 4 clusters based on the clustering analysis using the kmean clustering of SPSS for Windows 10.0. The results were shown in Table 1 . From Cluster 1, 15 samples randomly were selected, 15 from cluster 2, 15 from cluster 3, and 5 from cluster 4.
A comparison of different clustering algorithms to compute cluster's values with distinct adjustable factor was shown in Table 2 . The FCM algorithm, YTSS algorithm, and LWM clustering algorithm are compared using the following criteria for the cluster center locations: the root mean square error (RMSE, Eq. 4) of the centers, the objective function values (OFV), and the number of iterations (NI). The clustering accuracies of different clustering algorithms are displayed in Table 3 . (4) where i ν is the computed center and i ν the true center. From the data shown in Table 3 , no mater what the β values were picked up, numerical data show that the LWM clustering algorithm gave more accurate clustering results than the FCM and YTSS clustering algorithm. The LWM algorithm presented the best clustering accuracies, up to 44%.
Conclusions
An improved fuzzy clustering algorithm, LWM algorithm, is developed to obtain better quality of fuzzy clustering results. Comparison of LWM, YTSS, and FCM clustering algorithm shows that the LWM clustering algorithm will increase the cluster compactness and the separation between clusters. Finally, the conclusions were drawn from this study as follows. (a) The distance between the center of all points and the center of each cluster was considered to obtain more accurate clustering results. (b) The singular problem was solved by using LWM algorithm. (c) The β value would not be required. The β value could be replaced by the best value, produced by the new LWM algorithm, developed by the authors of this paper. (d) Numerical data show that the LWM clustering algorithm gave more accurate clustering results than the FCM and YTSS clustering algorithm. 
